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State-of-the-art cloud based
ECAD software suite developed specically
to enable engineering teams to design & simulate
vehicle electrical systems and wiring harnesses
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6 4Arcadia is a suite of software tools for the design and analysis of vehicle electrical
systems and for the design, layout and manufacture of wire harnesses/looms
9
114Developed in the UK by a team of industry specialists with a combined experience
of over 150 man years in the electrical engineering and transportation sector

4The rst electrical CAD tool to be developed on a Cloud based architecture
4Has a very low IT footprint. No expensive hardware is required. Arcadia requires a
standard desktop PC or Mac capable of running an HTML5 browser
R

4Enables seamless integration between Schematic, Harness and Formboard.
Changes made in one can be back-annotated to all other modules
4Built-in single-click automated function to convert Not-To-Scale drawings to full
scale drawings, saving several hours of manual work.
4Has single-click automated function to update terminals and wire part numbers
4Customer driven development roadmap with rapidly evolving feature set
4Comes in exible licensing models including monthly subscription plans
4Interfaces with popular enterprise ERP, PLM and MCAD tools
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How is Arcadia Different ?

Schematic:
Create electrical diagrams with true electrical behaviour that are right rst time in
half the time of other 2D software tools.
Integrated real-time simulation ensures errors are trapped immediately enhancing
engineering quality and increasing project protability.
Problems highlighted visually for speedy resolution of potentially damaging and
costly errors.
Design errors trapped early in the design process when errors are cheap to x.
Not only is product quality improved but unscheduled rework is eliminated,
reducing time to market.

Harness:
Comprehensive components database saves hours in searching the internet for
parts and their accessories.
Approved and preferred components greatly reduce inventory and the generation
of duplicate parts.
In-built design rule checks ensure that harnesses are correct by design before a
single wire is cut saving scrap material and unscheduled rework.
Detailed manufacturing documentation generated at the touch of a button saving
hours of manual effort.
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Automated bill of material incorporating all connectors and ancillary parts like
terminals, plugs, seals etc. reducing human errors and delays in the
2.5
manufacturing 5process.
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Schematic Professional
Animated graphical
symbols

4

Simulated Arcadia components animate to show their function and operation
condition to quickly alert engineers to any issues or errors.

DC Loading
analysis

4

Using our unique graphical visual cues, easily see circuit load, voltage drops and
wire performance directly in the schematic.

Short Circuit
analysis

4

Introduce short circuits to identify how your circuit will perform to test the validity of
your designs.

Export DSI Files
& structured
connectivity reports

4

Easily export schematic and harness data as from-to lists and standard DSI
structure les.

Congurable wire,
connector & device
numbering

4

Congure your working prole to automatically prex and number your schematic
entities as required.

Variant and option
support

4

Support for simulation and printing of schematics to represent specic model
variants. Create, simulate & test a single composite schematic to represent many
different variants or models.

Cross Sheet/off-page
connectivity

4

Use Wire Breaks and Network Breaks to connect your wires/signals across multiple
worksheets.

Comprehensive
search mechanisms

4

Quickly search and locate components anywhere in your schematic.

Export to PDF

4

Automatically generate multiple page schematics in PDF format which can easily
be shared or emailed.

Schematic and Live Simulation
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Harness Manufacturing Professional
Import DSI Files

4 Directly create harnesses from DSI les generated by multiple ECAD tools.

Import Wires
from CSV

4 Populate harnesses from CSV connectivity lists quickly and easily using the

Splice illustration
and balancing

4 diagram generation illustrating how to construct each splice.

Shielded, twisted
pair and multi-core
cables management

4 routing and cut-back nodes.

Table-driven
wire assignment

4 Specify wires directly within the harness design environment allowing harness

Arcadia wire editor.

Automatic and manual splice balancing functions with comprehensive splice

Specify multi-core cables within the harness identifying termination points, harness

creation with or without a schematic.

Create harnesses
directly from the
schematic

Identify a schematic to build your harness from, choose which connectors &
4 splices should be used and added including their part number, cavity table &
view.
Synchronise your harness to an updated or modied schematic to revalidate the
Load and synchronise
4 wires and update terminals and seals to suit.
wires to a schematic
Multiple views of
4 Arcadia can display a number of different views including the mating view, loading
connectors
view or isometric view of the connector.
Option and variant
management

4 Load wires to your harness based on the variant that the harness represents.

Export harness data to a number of different reports and data formats allowing
Export Bill of Materials
4 companies to easily integrate Arcadia into their manufacturing processes.
and Wire Lists
Export to PDF

4 Automatically generate multiple page schematics in PDF format which can easily

Full design rule
checks

4 or violations of covering diameters as well as missing applicators and other issues.

be shared or emailed.

Identify any errors with your design that have resulted in missing terminals, seals

Harness Layout

4

Formboard and Reports
Auto-conversion
Single click automatic function to convert Not-To-Scale drawings to scale saving
4
Not-To-Scale to 1:1
hours of manual work.
Bundle segment
Bundle diameter is automatically used to radius bends where required to allow
diameters & bend 4
easy manufacturing and to check for minimum bend violations.
radius
Manufacturing
Reports

4 loadings and multi-core sub-assemblies allowing direct to shop manufacturing.

Branch rotation &
bend insertion

4 orientated optimally within the available working formboard size.

Optimized print
functions

4 for elongated templates printouts.

Dynamic links to
NTS Drawing

The formboard is dynamically linked to the base harness drawing allowing any
4 changes or revisions to the drawing to be synchronised without additional
work/rework.

Reports are generated to capture and illustrate construction of splices, connector

Harness bundles can be rotated, bent and moved to allow your formboards to be

Formboard print outs can be generated for very large roll format plotters catering

Unique harness
Arcadia has introduced a unique process to make it easy to create a harness when
reverse engineering 4 only a physical sample is available, this allows the harness drawing to be built to
functionality
scale from a photograph.

Connector Report

Splice Report

5

Multi-Core Report

Wire Cutting List

6

Parts Database
4Comprehensive library of parts available with over 17,000 parts to choose from
4Rapid search facility for parts
4Ability to import legacy data
4Multiple part number cross references
4Ability to support multiple databases
4Customizable proles to suit individual and multiple project requirements
4Fully integrated with Arcadia Schematic and Harness
Component Database
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Advanced Features
Reverse Engineering Capability
Arcadia has a unique process to make creating a harness from
a physical sample easy. This allows the harness drawing to
be built to scale from only a photograph.

Splice Illustration and Balancing
Automatic and manual splice balancing with comprehensive
splice diagram generation illustrating the construction of
each splice.

Create harnesses directly from the schematic
Identify a schematic to build your harness from, specify which connectors & splices
should be added including their part number, cavity table & graphical representation.

Connector Editor

Harness Design from
Schematic with Reports

Schematic Design

Wire Editor

Reports
SCH-HAR Synchronisation

4

Arcadia on Tablet
Arcadia on Tablet

4

*Currently available on Windows R
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costCompare allows OEMs and Wire Harness manufacturers to accurately generate reports detailing the
total cost to manufacture a wiring harness including the cost of parts and labor, all in a matter of seconds.
It also allows detailed comparison of harnesses to identify changes.

Harness BOM
Reports

Harness
Comparison
Reports

Harness Cost
Estimation

Where Used
Reports

4Import data from existing software and databases
4Component cost can be loaded from purchase systems and supplier databases
4Assigns a cost and labor operation time to every component on your harness
4Dynamic update of costing reports and BOM/Costing comparisons
4Tracking of previous costing reports and commodity prices (Copper, Oil etc)
4Detailed report capturing every component cost and labor time calculation
Methodology
Import data from
component database

Upload DSI File/s

Perform Analysis

Generate Reports

Output
Full Harness Costing Report - Header

The header shows detailed summary of the
harness along with a simplied illustration of
the layout with connectors, splices and bundles
generated from the DSI le.

9

BOM Summary

Additional Detail Summary

Labor Summary

Detailed Report

Concise summary
report for Purchase
Team
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Customer Testimonials
“The sample Harness I created during my trial of Arcadia built up absolutely perfectly using the calculated
lengths directly from the software. Using my previous methods, even on a harness half this size, I would
have made at least 3 errors on average. I have recommended this software to all my customers”.

- Mike Pokora, Michael Stephen Manufacturing

“Jankel requires a state of the art electrical CAD environment that fully supports our careful test and release
procedures. Arcadia stood out in terms of ease of use and exibility, offering full electrical systems analysis,
and supporting design for manufacture. A key requirement for us was interfacing the tool to our SAP
purchasing environment and SolidWorks EPDM (Enterprise Product Data Management) which we use to
store and manage our engineering data. Cadonix worked with us to implement this functionality. The
support we've had from the Cadonix team has been exceptional, and they have been very supportive in
adapting Arcadia to suit our specic needs”.

- Matt Smith,Senior Electrical Engineer,Jankel
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“The Arcadia tool is excellent in several respects, but what really stands out is the enthusiasm and
support of the Cadonix team. This will be key for us as we address the very specic challenges of
creating a ground-breaking vehicle and delivering it on time”.
- David Rothera, Vehicle Electronic Engineer, Riversimple

“We've been manufacturing high quality, competitively priced wiring harnesses for over 25 years,
supplying the Automotive, Marine and Industrial markets. Having the right software tools is a major
factor in our competitiveness and success. Several years ago it became clear that our existing
harness design and development software package was not keeping up with fast-changing design
and manufacturing techniques. Arcadia is more responsive, and its tight integration of design and
manufacture enables us to work more closely with our customers”.
- Nick Carter, Technical Director, Raffenday
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Arcadia is a product from Cadonix, a company with a highly dedicated engineering
and technology led team. Unique to us, all of our team members have worked in the
industries we support. Our solutions are designed to work with the industry practices
and not dictate particular workows. This enables our solutions to be rapidly deployed
and adopted.
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For North America Sales:
Power & Signal Group
World Headquarters
6675, Parkland Boulevard
Solon,
OH 44139, USA
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Caresoft LLC.
7025, Veterans Boulevard,
Suite A, Burr Ridge,
IL 60527, USA
Email: arcadia@caresoftglobal.com
Phone: +1 630 537 0759

Phone: 1-800-722-5273 or +1 440-836-6600
Website: www.powerandsignal.com
E-mail: salesna@powersignal.com

Cadonix Ltd. Unit 3 Ridgeway,Drakes Drive,Long Crendon,Buckinghamshire, HP18 9BF | © 2016 Cadonix Ltd.
Disclaimer: Cadonix acknowledges the rights of proprietary trademarks and names used in this document.

Website: www.cadonix.com
Email : info@cadonix.com
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